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You have never read a book like this before -- a book that comes along once in a lifetime to change

lives forever.In the rain forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has been discovered. Within its

pages are 9 key insights into life itself -- insights each human being is predicted to grasp

sequentially; one insight, then another, as we move toward a completely spiritual culture on Earth.

Drawing on ancient wisdom, it tells you how to make connections among the events happening in

your life right now and lets you see what is going to happen to you in the years to come. The story it

tells is a gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that has the power to

crystallize your perceptions of why you are where you are in life and to direct your steps with a new

energy and optimisim as you head into tomorrow. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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Many of you have heard about this book, but may be wondering... what exactly is the Celestine

Prophecy? Some type of church or new age mumbo - jumbo? This book tells a story of an

American, who is adventuring in the rain forests of Peru, and discovers a set of nine manuscripts.

These manuscripts, referred to as "insights", offer ways of discovering a new sense of life. The story

is told in 9 chapters, as our American adventurer discovers more information and interprets the

meaning of these hidden "truths" (insights).The first two insights reveal how mankind is currently

undergoing a new spiritual awakening and touches on how coincidences in each of our lives may be



more than mere coincidences after all.The next three insights reveal that many of us may see the

world we live in, as a material universe, when in fact our universe is one filled with dynamic energy.

The book goes on to explain how this energy is the cause of most verbal/physical confrontations

between humans as well as how to understand the power struggles that occur in most relationships

( son-father / daughter-mother / husband-wife / boyfriend/ girlfriend, etc. ). There is a great section

on how each of us can learn to avoid the people in our lives who are continually manipulating or

"draining" our own personal energy and how each of us can find a good source of constant positive

energy!The last four insights help you to begin discovering what your our own personal, spiritual

"mission" in life may be and how each of us can contribute to the world around us.

It's amazing how people are diametrically opposed about this book. One group feels the book is

incredibly simplistic and regurgitates messages already clearly explained by many other books.

Another group feels the book is amazingly powerful and brings new insights not seen before. I think

that very gulf shows why the book is so important. The book holds information both groups say is

very important. The first group says "but you should have read this before, and understood it more

completely, without the dumbing-down". If the second group is saying "this is new and amazing!" it's

pretty clear they had never heard the message before despite the other books. This second group

was now hearing it in a language that appealed and made sense.In essence, James has studied

many religions and philosophies, and distilled many of the common core thoughts down into a "9

step program". He's wrapped it up in a Peruvian / religious atmosphere, and then had an average,

every day guy learn about it in less than a week. We, the reader, get to learn it along with him. Each

step is even numbered and clearly explained to you, in very simple words and ideas.SPOILER

ALERTThe nine insights are:1. Life is full of meaningful coincidences2. Mankind decided to focus

from 1500-2000 on simply creating a happy material life3. An invisible energy field exists

everywhere, based on beauty4. Mankind competes for this psychic energy - feeling good at each

others' expenses5. If you appreciate beauty and love people, you share psychic energy rather than

steal it6. You need to understand your childhood-based issues to overcome them7. Trust in your

intuitions, listen to your dreams8.

I found this book amongst a pile for a yard sale and decided to read it, unaware of its fame and

hype. It advertises an adventure in Peru that changed the author's life. Wow- a manuscript written

by an ancient culture that provides guidance to our current development. Interesting, no? Innocently

enough, I did not know that this was fiction. I read it with the intent of believing the journey was real.



Of course, as a historian, I immediately realized that there were flaws in the description of Peru's

history and landscape. However, thinking that the journey was real, I figured the author was simply

mistaken about some details. I also believed that his incredibly juvenile writing style could be

attributed to the fact that he was not a writer, but a man eager to retell the world of this awakening

he experienced. I continued to read. However, by the middle of the book, I was awfully skeptical and

wondered how everything magically occurred on cue. Was he simply leaving out the intermediate

details of his journey in order to shorten the story? Or am I living in an alternate world that's more

mundane and less predictable? So I came to this site, read the reviews, and it all made sense. THIS

IS FICTION!! Ha ha ha! Silly me, so gullible.Reading the end of the book was all the more amusing

after seeing these reviews and realizing that I was not imagining the author's delusions.

HOWEVER, I must say that the book does have some positives. First, the "insights," although old as

the wind and sand, are genuine. Any truly spiritual person, not bound by the conventions and

restrictions of traditional religion, has probably realized these already. That does not, however,

subtract from the appeal of seeing them solidified on paper.
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